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OFFLINE RENTALS

KEY BENEFITS

REMOTEIN-FACILITY

�  All popular platform choices, including  
   Avid, FCP, and Premiere

�  TPN approved

Light Iron’s offline editorial rental offerings combine outstanding technology with 
exceptional service and creative support.

Available at Light Iron’s brick-and-mortar 
locations in New York and New Orleans,
our edit-room rentals offer a spacious, 
comfortable and customizable experience 
with the added benefit of an on-site theater
for instantaneous creative review.

Light Iron’s remote offline editorial solutions 
bring the security and shared media 
convenience of our traditional in-facility
offline rental offerings directly to the client’s
location. This option offers:

Package pricing available when bundling
gear and service offerings including
Panavision camera and Light Iron dailies,
color, and finishing.

Solutions

�  Flexible in-facility and remote options

�  Real-time support and consultation 
   with technical and workflow experts

�  Remote virtual machines accessible from the 
   client’s home or office location

�  Detailed installation instructions including 
   live tech support

�  Industry-standard security including encrypted
   data streams and Multi-Factor Authentication

�  Media transfers supported by secure portal 
   independent of local bandwidth

�  SDI remote access  ... and more
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OFFLINE RENTALS | NEW YORK

�  22 premier offline and production 
   offices in the heart of SoHo

�  Multiple suite sizes

�  Windowed bays and bullpen space

�  All rooms fully furnished and equipped 
   with sit/stand desks

�  Walking distance to shops, restaurants, 
   and subway

�  Shared kitchen, lounge, and conference-
   room space with client services and 
   routine sanitization of surfaces

�  SDI connection to screening theater
   directly from edit system

�  Secure 24/7 keycard access and video  
   surveillance

�  On-site engineering support team with  
   24/7 tech support hotline

�  Avid Nexis shared storage or local hosting

�  Built in 2013, rooms include state-of-
   the-art equipment, sound treatments,   
   24-hour HVAC, VoIP phones, and 
   enterprise internet connectivity
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SAMPLE ROOMS

AMENITIES


